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Answer the followins questions
f*rt f : Flaltiple Ckeice Oue$tiotrs (f*+y. t ff*, si l.*.tl id..Yts d,r*tt qisl) (20 marks)

I - (Pmhl€u fl (20 marks)
I. The inforsstion sy*ems rre oE€ of four type$, the predic{ivc infurngtion defrned as, (2 marks}

A) What is wrong condition and what ought to bE.
B) What is conditisn of a design aud it descrfbw tb gate of the wsrt.
C) What would happen if and exceedingly valuable with desirable outcomes.
D) What should be done and evaluatiotr ofthe outcsmes ftrth€ basis of making decision.

Z.Theidorustion sy*tcm* are rc@rdsd inte cotnputersoftrrgr€rfk userinterface is, (2 nar*s)
A) Information related to financial transactions, production" marketing records, and weather data it includes

ir*ernat data generatd by tG hines (financial rmsctions md foductioil) @d e:*emal data (market
prices).

B) fhe eomporcnt of the syst€m has decision models that relae to operational, trctlical and strategic
decisions.

C) The management sysem is the hidge betwe€n database ad modelbase cornponents.
D) One of the more critical featrues of the system, and used to assist the decision maker in making more

efiicient and e.ffwtiveuse ofthe sy$€m-

3. Classfrlcstirm sf informstiein systens of SrI€s gad Mrrkcting System* is, (2 mark*)
A) The systems deal with the planning, development, production and services with controlling the flow of

production-
B) The systems that help the fimt identifu customers for the firm's products; develop products and services

to meet customgr's needs.
C) The systems keep tack money owed the firmo design the firm's portfolio, prepare short-term budgets,

and plan long-term profits.
D) The systems that maintain employee recordso track employee skills, job performanceo training, Errd

srypct planning for employee compensation and care€r development.

4, Engircerhg systcus is,
A) The art and science of developing an operable

opposed constraints.
B) The scientific and mathematical analysis of manufacturing operations aimed at making them more

efficient and more profitable-
C) The use of mathematics to describe real-world phenomena and test ideas to make predictions about the

real world.
D) A program such as Finite Element Analysis (FEA) and Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) are

important tools to solve the mathematical models for fmding optimum solution-

5. Opentions refcrrch invofve thc dcvelopmcnt rnd analysi.sn corstracting model are, (2 mar*s)
A) Describe the system, assumptions with various variables, constraints and perfomrance selection.
B) A fairly laage dxabase is Kded md evoids the possibihty of data mlleution errurs.
C) The problem must be tanslated from verbal, qualitative terms to logical, quantitative terms.
D) Representations ofreal o$ects based on key assrnptions, estimates, or statistical analyses.

6- The quality da pruduct ern be dessribed md cryelua*cd in severelweys, (2 marlrs)

1

(2merk*)
system capable of meeting requirements wrlhin often
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) .eli*bffi fu meaning
A) Will the product do the intended jobl
B) How often doesthe product fail?
C) How long does the product last?
D) Serviceability {How easy is it to repair the product?}

7. Quality mestrs fitness, what is quality? (2 marks)
A) The products and services must meet the requirements of those who use them.
B) All goods md services are produced in various grades orlevels of quality.
C) May be several types of physical, sensory, and time orientation.
D) Th€ important chsasteristics of aproduet decreaseso the quality of the product insreases.

8. Quality improvement isthe, ,. (2 marks)
A) lncreasing of unwanted variability.
B) Reducing of variability.
C) Irnproving the service process of the wasted effort and expense.
D) Dscover the errors to rryair the mistake,

9. Quality engineering DMAIC is widely used in quality and process improvement The improve step is,
(2 marks)

A) To identiff the project opportunity and to veriff or validate.
B) To evaluate and rmderstand the current state of the process.
C) To use the data to begin to understand the different sources of variability.
D) To use the data to collect, display, and creative thinking about the specific chaages.
E) To complete all remaining work on the project and improve process to ensure that the gains from the

project will be institutionalized.
10. Quality contrcl is concenfrate sn statistic*I and ergineeriug teehnelogr. The Six Sigma is, (2 mark*)

A) A number of statistical and analytical tools are useful in analyzing quality problems and improving the
performance of processes.

B) One of the primary techniques of statistical process control and the control limits are determined.
C) Reducing variability to the level at which failure or defects are extremely unlikety.
D) Ma:iirnizing desired variables and minimizing rmdesired ones.

Part II: Problems Sslviue

2 - (Problem 2) (10 marks)
For the following objective function and constraints, draw the graph of linear programming and find, (a) the
feasible region, (b) the attractive corners, and (c) the maximusr value of Z.

Objective: maximize: Z =l3x +37y

Constraints: x* Y < 5, l.5x+6Y <12, x <2

Non negativity conditions, x,y >A

3 - (Problem 3) (10 mrrks)

For the following data, determine, (a) samples data average, t , (b) sample standard deviation, o, using table
method, (c) construct a frequency distribution and histogtam, and (d) construct a normal probability plot and six
sigma class tables and percentage of data in each class.

,  I  - (x - I \2
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Data Freqtreacy Ma Frcquercy Data Frequency Data Frequency

124 I r28 4 132 7 t36 3

125 2 r29 5 t33 6 137 2

126 2 130 6 t34 5 138 2

r27 a
J t3l 7 135 4 r39 I

4 - {Problem 3)
The cost C of solar

(10 marks)

collector of dimensions x, and y is given by the expression of

.35
C -x"y +-+-. Calculate the dimensions of ttre collector and optimize the cost. Is it

(10 marks)
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minimum, use the following , g =q9 a'9 -t gg)
_ a*' ay' \aray )

5 - fProbtem 3)

Consider the convective heat transfer from a spherical reactor of diameter D and temperature f

a fluid at temperature T, , wrth a convective 
'heat 

transfer coeffrcient h . Denoting that

,20
0=(Ts-T), andh=;* r. 

Atso, a constraint arises from strength considerations given by,

D0 =g0 . Minimirr- the het transfer, Q , from the surface area of spherical reactor. The

Lagrange multipliers for this constrained optimization, as the followings,
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